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10 mL). The membrane which is permeable to water only is exposed on the dry side to a stream of dehydrated air at room temperature. Because of the contrast of chemical potential of water between the channel compartment [mw(f) with f the concentration of solute] and the dry side [mgas w < mw(f)], the water permeates across the membrane of surface wL0. It yields a water loss in the channel at a rate L0wve (m3 s1) which induces a net replacement flow from the reservoir. There is therefore an incoming velocity at the entrance of the evaporation zone v0 ¼ (L0wve)/wh ¼ ve(L0/h). Estimates of ve based on Fick-diffusion across PDMS membranes (e ¼ 10–30 mm) are only ve  10–50 nm s1. However, the microfluidic format amplifies considerably the evaporationinduced flow, by the geometrical factor L0/h ¼ 102–103. Evaporation across the membrane also casts a typical timescale on the process se h L0/v0 ¼ h/ve, the time needed to empty one volume of channel whL0 (se z 102–103 s). 2.2.1.2 Evaporation-induced concentration. The concentration of the solute occurs as a consequence of this evaporationinduced flow. Indeed, when the reservoir contains a solute at a volume fraction f0 (non permeable in PDMS), the latter enters the evaporation zone with a flux j0 ¼ f0v0, and is driven toward the tip of the capillary where it accumulates. For solutes that do not alter the evaporation rate (i.e., mw(f) z cste), the evaporation-induced velocity profile is linear in the evaporation zone, v(x) f x. Convection [flux jc ¼ f(x)v(x)] and diffusion (jd ¼ Dvf/vx, D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute) compete together, yet due to the linear velocity profile, it is possible to separate the space into two distinct regions with pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ a crossover at a distance p ¼ Dse defined by the balance of the two fluxes jd  jc. For x [ p, convection dominates while diffusion dominates for x  p (Fig. 1B). The accumulation rate of solute in the diffusion-dominated zone (volume z pwh) is estimated by solute conservation: the convection-dominated zone serves essentially as a pump which delivers solute at a rate (wh)j0 which induces a concentration increase: Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 3526–3537 | 3527



df ðwhÞj0 v0 f0 L0 f0 z ¼ ¼ : dt pwh p p se



(1)



This estimate shows that several tunable factors directly affect the concentration rate: the length L0 of the pump; the concentration in the reservoir f0; the evaporation time se which in turn depends on the geometry (se ¼ h/ve); the accumulation zone which depends both on the geometry via se and on the solute via D. 2.2.1.3 Concentration up to the growth of dense states. The evaporation-induced concentration holds up to high concentrations of solutes, for which the naive picture outlined above is not valid anymore. In that case, experiments28–31 show that in most of cases, a dense state forms at the tip of the microevaporator, and grows continuously (Fig. 1C). Schindler and Ajdari35 produced a complete theoretical picture describing such a scenario, which will be recalled later in the text. We only discuss simply here two limiting cases. (i) The first one concerns molecular mixtures (salt, polymers.) for which evaporation stops at f z fd due to the decrease of the chemical potential of water mw(f) (e.g., a crystal that nucleates in a supersaturated solution). In that case, a dense state at f z fd grows at a velocity vd in the microevaporation zone. The length of the pump is consequently reduced (Fig. 1C), and the growth velocity vd decreases as the dense state invades the microevaporator, as observed for several systems (crystals,28 dense mesophases of surfactants29). (ii) The second limiting case concerns colloidal dispersions for which a dense state may also grow at a velocity vd, as demonstrated later in the present work. This growth is not due to a decrease of the evaporation rate (water still flows through the pores of a dense colloidal packing), but because of the incompressibility of the colloidal dispersion when approaching the close-packing fraction f / fd (see Sec. 4). In this scenario, one naively expects that the incoming flux of colloids f0v0 is unchanged, and that the growth rate of the colloidal dense state follows fdvd z f0v0 (for f0  fd, see Sec. 3). Simple measurements of the growth rate vd may thus give a quantitative estimate of the density of the colloidal dense packing fd, as shown later on the experimental system studied here. 2.2.2 Screening chip. We use the estimate of eqn (1) to guide the fabrication of a chip which allows the screening of many different concentration conditions in a single experiment. The basic element is a microevaporation channel as described before (Fig. 1); the typical dimensions are w ¼ 50–100 mm, height h in the range 10–30 mm, length L0 in the range 1–5mm. A chip consists of a group of 9 parallel of the microevaporation channels, all of different length L0, which are all connected to the same reservoir (Fig. 2). Additionally, we position 2 extra channels on both sides of the group that will prevent side effects, i.e., the fact that a channel with no neighbor evaporates differently.32 Also, we position two of these groups in front of each other in order to double the number of possible experiments and optimize symmetry (Fig. 2). Eventually, the final chip comprises four of these doubled groups of microevaporation screening devices, from which we expect 4  2  9 ¼ 72 possible measurements. All structures were created using standard soft photolithography techniques.33 A master template is made with a photo3528 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 3526–3537



Fig. 2 (A) Side view of a microevaporator showing its dimensions and axes. (B) Top view of the screening geometry with 9 channels of different lengths all connected to the same reservoir. Two of these microsystems face each other in order to increase the number of tests. (C) Picture showing 2  2 of the 8 microsystems fabricated in one microchip. The microsystems are filled with colloidal crystals that Bragg-diffract the light when shone with a diffuse white light.



curable resist which is then moulded in PDMS and cured at high temperature. This elastomeric core is peeled off the template and punched to create an opening for the reservoir, either a polyethylene tubing or simply a large opening of 4 mm diameter; the body of the chip is then sealed with a thin PDMS membrane of thickness e z 10–20 mm and either the gradient technique34 or plasma activation is used to firmly bind the two elements. We use microscope slides to cover specific areas of the membrane where we want to suppress permeation, and thus define the length L0. 2.2.3 A typical experiment. Once the chip has been fabricated, the course of an experiment is the following: we first degas the PDMS microchip in a vacuum container which will facilitate the subsequent filling of the chip; this is achieved by plugging a tubing containing a dilute colloidal suspension (volume fraction f0) and by pressurizing the tubing with a syringe until the liquid has totally penetrated the microsystem. As it takes a couple of minutes, the definition of the initial time of the experiment has an intrinsic error; however, this is small as compared to the typical timescale of the experiment of the order of hours. The chip is then placed under a microscope whose settings are chosen according to the field of view we wish to observe: for the screening part, we use a stereo-microscope with a centimetrelarge field of view, that allows scrutinizing the length of the many channels of the chip; we also use higher magnifications (e.g., from 10 to 60 on a standard or a confocal microscope) in order to have a local view of the colloidal stacking. Series of images are captured with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, and This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



stored on a computer for automated post-treatment. The capture rate is tuned depending on the expected length of the experiment, and varies typically between 1 to 10 images per minute. Immediately after placing the chip on the microscope, we start blowing dry air onto the membrane in order to ensure a constant environment. Not only does the stream remove vapor that permeates away, but importantly, it also keeps the humidity constant (and actually nearly zero) on the relevant side of the membrane. This is the driving force of the process and is essential to control as the ambient relative humidity may vary tremendously from day to day, typically from 30 to 80%. 2.2.4 Calibration. A key issue of the microevaporation technique is its ability to finely control the evaporation process. This is obvious from eqn (1) where the concentration rate of a solute directly depends on v0 for instance, a quantity that relates directly to the actual evaporation rate. As the latter is minute [O(nL min1)], it is hard to measure it with great accuracy; weighting the mass loss of [O(mg min1)] is not accurate enough in our case. We therefore developed a specific approach whose principle is the following: we fill the microsystem with deionized water and then dry up the reservoir. As the evaporation proceeds, an air/ water meniscus invades the microchannels and propagates further inside, until it reaches the evaporation zone, and eventually the dead-end of the channel (see Fig. 3). Using image analysis, we automatically follow the positions of the menisci xm against time for all microchannels in the calibration zone. We obtain a linear relationship xm f t which allows the unambiguous definition of a constant meniscus velocity at about 1% accuracy. The calibration procedure is repeated up to ten times over time and all v0 are averaged out at a given L0, see the right part of Fig. 3. We actually dedicate one out of the 8 microevaporation groups on the chip specifically to calibration especially as even though deionized water was used, the repeated calibration



Fig. 3 Left: picture of the air/water menisci invading the microchannels as the evaporation proceeds at the level of the evaporators (outside the image); the bar represents 100 mm and the white + shows the imageprocessed localization of one meniscus. Right: velocity of the menisci measured by image analysis and averaged over about 10 runs, and plotted against the length L0 of the evaporation channels.
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procedure tends to pollute the tip of the capillary with impurities. We also designed a specific zone on the group for the calibration, located between the reservoir and the evaporation zone, where there is no evaporation and thus a constant v0(L0), and is long enough to obtaining a good trajectory for the menisci (see Fig. 2). While a simple calibration yields an accuracy of about 1%, its repetition at different moments—and therefore at slightly different temperatures (controlled within 1  C) and humidities (controlled relatively within 5%) but also and importantly at different ages of the chip—leads to a significant lowering of the accuracy, which finally gives v0 of roughly 10%. This will be the largest source of uncertainty in the work (note that such uncertainties could be reduced using systematic calibrations before and after each screening experiment, or using direct local velocity measurements on the flowing colloids). The data reported in Fig. 3 are typical and collected systematically for every single chip. With v0 in the range 5–15 mm s1 for the L0 used here, the corresponding time scale se of the evaporation process is of the order of L0/v0 z 400 s. We however observe that the relationship between v0 and L0 is affine rather than linear: v0 ¼ vL + aL0. We call vL the leakage velocity which shows that even when L0 / 0, there is a non-vanishing, residual velocity that probably originates from permeation across the walls at the level of the tip of the microevaporator. As vL z 0.2 mm s1 remains moderate compared to v0, we will neglect its effect in the rest of this work, although keeping in mind that the body of an ideal microevaporator should most likely be made out of glass to definitively suppress this effect and with only the membrane made of a permeable material.



3. Nucleation and growth of colloidal dense states 3.1 Close-up on nucleation and growth We illustrate first the concentration kinetics of colloids with localized views at the level of the tip of a single microevaporator, see Fig. 4. The device is filled with a dilute dispersion of colloids



Fig. 4 Series of snapshots obtained at the level of the tip of a single microevaporator (width 50 mm) during the concentration kinetics of the colloidal suspension (f0 ¼ 0.3%). The time elapsed between two consecutive images is dt ¼ 15 min.†
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(f0 ¼ 0.3%) and appears initially transparent (Fig. 4a); it becomes progressively more and more opaque (Fig. 4b–g) upon the accumulation of colloids at the level of the tip. At a given time, a front appears and progresses toward the reservoir (Fig. 4h–j); this front separates a relatively transmitting zone from the downstream opaque one†. This difference in transmission of the visible light thus suggests the growth of a colloidal organized texture leading to specific photonic properties. Put another way, we observe for colloids what we also observed for electrolytes,28 surfactant molecules,29 and smaller charged nanoparticles,31 that is the nucleation and growth of a specific texture. However, we will see next that both the nucleation and growth scenarios are significantly different and quite specific to these colloids.



3.2 Screening nucleation and growth We use the screening chip to systematically study these nucleation and growth kinetics. In a typical experiment, we access several (nine) nucleation events followed by subsequent growth kinetics. We also repeated this experiment for several initial concentrations f0 and evaporation rates (translated into se). To extract quantitative measurements, we systematically process our series of images in the following way: in a screening chip, we first identify the location of each channel and then get the intensity profile Ik(x) along the k-th channel (between x ¼ 0 and x ¼ L0(k)), at every time step of the experiment. We then analyze the profiles in order to extract the position of the front xd against time for every L0. The snapshot of Fig. 5 (left) indeed suggests that this position is readily accessible due to the high contrast between the dense and the dilute zones, thanks to the space derivatives of Ik(x, t) which show extrema at x ¼ xd. The trajectory xd(t) is then plotted for different growth conditions, i.e., different L0 (Fig. 5, right). The results we collect follow a definite trend: after a given time sN, the growth initiates with a given velocity (of the order of 1 mm s1) which progressively



Fig. 5 Left: snapshot of the far-field view of the growth of dense states of colloids as observed in the screening chip; every single digit behaves as in Fig. 4. Right: front position xd against time obtained by automated image analysis, for several lengths of microevaporators. The symbols correspond to the front positions and the solid lines to the simplified growth model given in the text [eqn (10)]. Insert: same data rescaled with the natural dimensions of every channel, i.e., rescaled fronts xd/L0 against reduced time t/se.
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slows down, as obvious from the bend of the front trajectory; later on (t [ sN), a linear growth behavior xd(t)  t settles in. Such kinetics are directly affected by the operational parameters L0 and se. Fig. 5 (right) shows several trajectories for different L0 while the insert of Fig. 5 shows the same data rescaled by the length of the respective evaporation channels xd/L0 and the time by the evaporation time t/se. All the growth kinetics collapse onto a single curve, therefore evidencing the neat control imparted by the microevaporation tool onto the growth process. Note also that the sN we measure does not depend on L0. We will give in the next section a simple model that explains most of these results. 3.3 Rescaling of fronts We go a step further by rescaling the data collected in very different conditions as obtained for different se (because of a different fabrication procedure) and also for different f0. Note for instance in the insert of Fig. 6 top, that the evaporation time se spans nearly one order of magnitude, while both f0 and L0 vary by a factor of about 5 to 10. For a single screening experiment, we obtain a bundle of trajectories which display a growth kinetics close to the one we just described. Yet, as our experimental parameters vary tremendously, the different bundles are significantly shifted, see Fig. 6, top. The natural rescaling comes from eqn (1) where the concentration rate scales like L0f0 and the time like se. Using these new variables for rescaling the experimental data (Fig. 6, bottom), we observe that all the bundles reduce to a single master curve with a linear trajectory xd/L0f0  t. This representation somewhat hides the bend at the early stage of the growth (t/se ( 10, insert of Fig. 5) but dilates the time and reveals what was not obvious in



Fig. 6 Top: different series of growth kinetics collected in the screening chip for various f0 and with different evaporation rates (se given in the insert, measured by calibration for several microsystems). Every bundle of curves is the outcome of one screening experiment. Bottom: rescaling of the front position xd/(L0f0) (f0 in %) against reduced time t/se. Insert: same data but on short time scales.
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Fig. 5, namely a constant growth velocity vd ¼ x_ d at the late stage of the growth (t/se > 10). While the whole behavior cannot be described without a (simple yet) complete model, this linear growth behavior is based on the mass conservation of colloids inside the evaporation zone: all the colloids that get accumulated induce the growth of the dense texture at a concentration fd. Assuming that the presence of colloids does not alter the evaporation rate, and that the concentration in front of the dense assembly is small compared to fd, a naive balance between the incoming flux and the growth rate leads to f0v0 z fdvd where fd is the volume fraction of the growing phase with a front velocity vd. Therefore vd z (f0/fd)L0/se, and the slope of Fig. 6, bottom, directly gives 1/fd (these results also suggest that the density of the growing texture does not depend on the location x). The estimate we obtain, fd z 66%, shows that the growing texture is actually a very dense state of colloids, but we cannot determine from such global measurements the exact nature of the texture (crystalline/ glassy/polycrystalline).



4. Modeling nucleation and growth 4.1 Full description Following Schindler and Ajdari,35 we write the two basic equations of microevaporation that describe how a net flow in a simple binary mixture is induced by a concentration-dependent evaporation sink of one of the two species, which in turn translates into a concentration mechanism: vxv ¼ q(f),



(2)



vtf ¼ vx[fv(x)  D(f)vxf].



(3)



Here, v(x) is the volume fraction weighted mixture velocity (averaged over the height and width of the channel), vt and vx are partial derivatives with respect to time and space. q(f) is a sink term (1/s) and reflects the loss of water via pervaporation, and D(f) is a mutual interdiffusion coefficient, also called a gradient or long-time collective diffusion coefficient.36,37 Eqn (2) and (3) can be solved numerically simultaneously to calculate the concentration process f(x, t) of any binary aqueous solution or dispersion once both its thermodynamic and kinetic properties are known [q(f) and D(f)]. The former controls the chemical potential of water against concentration which then affects the magnitude of the driving force (evaporation-induced velocity v). D(f) results from an interplay between osmotic response and hydrodynamic interactions, as exemplified below in the context of colloidal dispersions,36,37 and controls how solutes concentrate by the evaporation-induced flow. 4.2 Numerics on hard-sphere colloids Although our colloids interact via electrostatics, the actual Debye length is small enough to be neglected against the size of the objects (lD < 10 nm at the working ionic strengths thus Rp/lD [ 1), and we may assume that the colloidal system indeed behaves similarly to hard-sphere (HS) colloids with presumably an effective radius Reff T Rp that accounts for an excluded volume due to short-range interactions.36 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



Interestingly, evaporation is not altered by the presence of colloids for HS colloids, that is q(f) z const. Evaporation proceeds as for pure water, essentially because the modification of the chemical potential of water in a colloidal dispersion scales like Dmw  kBTfZ(f)Vs/Vp  kBT, where kBT is the thermal energy, Vs is the volume of solvent molecules, Vp that of particles, and Z(f) the osmotic compressibility of the dispersion. The very large contrast of volumes (Vs/Vp z 1010) ensures an almost constant chemical potential, and it holds until the ultimate compression of the densest phase that may occur. Therefore, eqn (2) becomes concentration independent and thus admits a simple solution: the velocity induced by evaporation is a simple linear function of the distance from the tip v(x) h  x/se (complementary measurements using particle tracking velocimetry on fluorescent tracers also confirm this result, data not shown). Actually, the very large compression may also cause an irreversible aggregation of the colloidal dispersion as shown recently by Goehring et al.22 in a similar context (see the discussion later in the text). In that case, evaporation still proceeds as flow is always possible across the porous structure. The chemical potential of water may now change because the viscous dissipation across the dense colloidal assembly may decrease the water pressure. This slowing down of the evaporation rate, due to a simple Kelvin effect, occurs when the water pressure drops below znLkBT z 1380 Bar (nL is the density of water molecules). Simple estimates of the pressure drop across a dense assembly of colloids of radii R ¼ 250 nm (and with a typical length of several millimetres) using the Carmen–Koseny equation (that only involves volume fraction f, and not the detailed structure of the texture), demonstrate that this subtle effect of a slowing down of the evaporation rate does not occur in our experiments. We recognize however that it may occur for smaller colloids, and it may explain some of the results observed by Dufresne et al.38 in similar experiments but with smaller nanoparticles (radii < 30 nm). Based on such a simple velocity profile, the concentration process can then be calculated numerically if D(f) is postulated. For a colloidal dispersion, the long-time collective diffusion coefficient D(f) follows: DðfÞ ¼ D0 KðfÞ



dfZðfÞ ; df



(4)



where D0 is the Stoke-Einstein diffusion coefficient of a single sphere (for f / 0), and K(f) is the sedimentation factor (ratio of the sedimentation velocity at f over that at f / 0).36,37,39 This last relation, often called the generalised Stokes–Einstein equation, indicates that the relaxation of density gradients comes from a competition between colloidal interactions (the osmotic compressibility term) and hydrodynamic flows in the suspension (sedimentation factor).36,37,39 Assuming HS interactions, we use analytical formula for K(f) and Z(f) that have been extrapolated from numerous experimental data or theoretical calculations on a broad range of volume fractions. For the osmotic term, we use: ZðfÞ ¼



1 þ a1 f þ a2 f2 þ a3 f3 þ a4 f4 ; 1  f=fc Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 3526–3537 | 3531



with a1 ¼ 4  1/fc, a2 ¼ 10  4/fc, a3 ¼ 18  10/fc, and a4 ¼ 1.85/f5c  18/fc with fc ¼ 0.64. This formula derived by Peppin et al.,21 matches asymptotically the results of Carnahan–Starling valid for f < 0.55 and those of Woodcook Z(f) z 1.85/(fc  f) valid for f / fc.36,40–42 Note that we chose not to include crystallization at this stage (as done recently by Style and Peppin43) and therefore, this description concerns solely a colloidal suspension that becomes glassy at fc; we shall discuss this issue later in the text. For the hydrodynamic interactions, we use K(f) ¼ (1  f)6.55,44 but many other formula exist and are each slightly different (e.g., permeability of HS suspensions45), yet deliver the same qualitative behavior since in all cases K(f) stays finite at fc. The resulting diffusion coefficient is plotted in Fig. 7 (insert) and shows that between f ¼ 0 and f ( fc, D(f) is hardly affected by the concentration: the two effects of magnified driving force and increased dissipation cancel out to give a diffusion coefficient that varies non-monotically by at most a factor of 2.36 Instead, at f z fc, D(f) shoots up and diverges because of the divergence of the osmotic compressibility, at a finite K(f). Numerically, we solve eqn (3) with the values for D(f) described before using a non-dimensionalized equation where X ¼ x/L0, T ¼ t/se, V ¼ v/(L0/se):   ^ DðfÞ vX f : (5) vT f ¼  vX  fX  Pe



For the colloidal systems of interest here, Peclet numbers are gigantic, Pe z 103–106.x In these conditions, numerical solutions of the model show (Fig. 7) a concentration process whereby colloids are accumulated at the tip of the evaporator up to a concentration that leads to the occurrence of a state that grows at f z fc. This behavior originates from the divergence of D(f) for f / fc: the system cannot sustain concentration gradients as the mutual diffusivity becomes very large. Facing the impossibility of becoming more concentrated, the colloidal suspension expands instead and invades the evaporator at f z fc. Importantly here, and as already pointed by Schindler and Ajdari,35 the origin of this growth comes from the divergence of the compressibility whereas K(f) remains finite, up to fc (and in fact whatever fc < 1) which amounts to say that the dense state that grew is porous. Although somewhat obvious for colloidal spheres, it matters for the growth process: flow is always possible across the structure, driven by the evaporation of water which hardly feels the presence of colloids, but still exerts a viscous friction on the structure. Regardless of the exact structure— namely a glass, a perfect or defective poly-crystal—the scenario does not change; these dense states remain porous [finite K(f)] but become hardly compressible at a certain concentration, which triggers the growth.



The bare Peclet number emerges as Pe ¼ L02/D0se h v0L0/D0, ^ and D(f) ¼ D(f)/D0 [eqn (4) and insert of Fig. 7] actually accounts for the non-linearity of the collective diffusion coefficient D(f).



4.3 A toy model for hard-sphere colloids In order to better catch in a simpler way, the mechanisms at work during the concentration process, we propose a simplified version of the case described above. The core idea is that the suspension is essentially convected toward the tip of the microevaporator, until it reaches a maximal concentration fd, corresponding to a dense and thus incompressible state. Then, this state grows as constantly fed by a predictable flux of convected particles. This hypothesis holds since Pe [ 1 (negligible gradient diffusion coefficient), and a simple conservation law based on the convective current only j(x) ¼ f(x)v(x) ¼ const ¼ f0v0 is sufficient. We now calculate the concentration profiles until f ¼ fd using previously published solutions of the microevaporation equation,46 and then we calculate the growth dynamics of the dense state at fd. 4.3.1 Nucleation. For Pe [ 1, the solute conservation equation [eqn (5)] simplifies to: vTf ¼ f + XvXf,



(6)



which admits analytical solutions:46 in the steady state (vTf ¼ 0), we recover the base-line hyperbolic branch f(X)/f0 ¼ 1/X, while the transient regime leading to this steady state admits a piecewise solution: Fig. 7 Volume fraction profiles (real units) against x/L0 calculated ^ numerically (symbols) with the diffusion coefficient D(f) ¼ D(f)/D0 shown in the insert [D0 is the Stoke-Einstein diffusion coefficient of a single sphere and D(f) is calculated from eqn (4) with fc ¼ 0.64] and analytically (lines) following the naive model given the text (Peclet number Pe ¼ 104, f0 ¼ 0.01). (Top) initial stage of the concentration process (times T ¼ 1.61, 2.43, 3.34, and 4.06); (bottom) after induction and growth of a dense state (T ¼ 4.25, 5.15, 6.52, 7.88, and 10.15).
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f(X, T)/f0 ¼ exp T



for T < ln X,



f(X)/f0 ¼ 1/X



(7)



either.



The Fig. 7 (top) shows the concentration profiles calculated at several times using this simplified model with a solid line. One can x se z 200–1000 s, L0 z 1–10 mm, and D0 z 1012 m2 s1.
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see the hyperbolic branch connected to a concentration plateau, the latter shrinks as it raises exponentially with time [eqn (7)]. This increase of concentration stops whenever f ¼ fd somewhere in the system; it occurs of course at the tip of the channel at a time we call (somewhat abusively) the dimensionless nucleation time: TN ¼ ln(fd/f0),



(8)



at which the arrested zone at fd occupies a finite spatial extent XN ¼ f0/fd. 4.3.2 Growth. Admitting that D(f / fd) / N, the dense phase cannot get compressed and must grow, and we describe the pace at which it occurs using a direct conservation law: all the colloids that enter the microsystem with a flux f0V0 are convected downstream and contribute to grow the dense phase at a velocity Vd ¼ dXd/dT, where Xd now refers to the front position (capital letters stand for dimensionless units). The dense phase grows in a concentration field which is not uniform and depends specifically on the actual position Xd(T) of the front, the flux balance thus reads: [fd  f(Xd)]Vd ¼ f0V0,



(9)



which we integrate between the nucleation at TN and the actual time T to obtain the trajectory of the front:   fd f Xd ðTÞ  1  ln d Xd ðTÞ ¼ T  TN : (10) f0 f0 This trajectory describes the position of the front between a phase at fd for X < Xd and the hyperbolic concentration ramp f ¼ f0/X for X > Xd. The direct comparison of the concentration profiles against space and time during the concentration process between the numerics and the toy model with fd ¼ fc (Fig. 7) shows an overall excellent agreement either before or after nucleation. Concentration profiles are roughly correct at small X where diffusion matters (and explain the discrepancy), but display an excellent agreement at later times with profiles which are nearly perfectly described by the simplified model. It shows that diffusion is indeed negligible and that the growth kinetics are adequately caught solely by the conservation law.



performed on 9 different L0 leads to a unique set of parameters TN and fd. Fig. 8 shows that for several se and f0, the nucleation time is correctly described by the one predicted by our simplified model [see eqn (8)], namely sN ¼ se ln(fd/f0) where we adjusted fd ¼ 0.65 with a modest yet reasonable accuracy, about 15%. The insert of Fig. 8 indicates the second outcome of the fitting procedure, i.e., the concentration of the growing dense phase, fd. Again, the fitted fd are in the range 55–70%, and this large source of uncertainty essentially originates from that of the calibration procedure—measurements of v0 which in turn affect se—whereas the tracking of the front delivers a very precise result. We can also now catch some features of the growth mechanisms. Focusing first at the late stage of the growth, that is Xd(T) [ XN ¼ f0/fd for T [ TN, and with also f0/fd 1 so that eqn (10) simplifies to: f f t Xd ðTÞz 0 T; that is xd ðtÞzL0 0 fd fd se



(11)



with real units: the late growth is linear. This explains and justifies the good rescaling of Fig. 6 with the growth chiefly controlled by the geometry (L0) and the dispersion in the reservoir (f0) which together deliver a current f L0f0, and the kinetics (se) which provides the pace to the process. It eventually delivers a way to measure fd, as done earlier on the basis of scaling arguments to obtain fd z 0.66. Another way to understand it relies on eqn (9) for which f(Xd) z f0  fd, and thus the dense phase grows in a negligible and constant concentration field (close to f0) with a constant velocity. This contrasts strongly with what happens at the early stage of the growth: as the phase just nucleated (Xd T XN), the nucleation points not so far from the tip of the evaporator where the hyperbolic concentration profile f ¼ f0/X delivers a high concentration; the dense state is thus fed by a rich dispersion and grows quickly. We thus expect the growth velocity to be high close to the nucleation point and then to slow down progressively



4.4 Comparison with experiments We now propose to test our toy model assuming that the numerics with the neat description of the transport quantities [Fig. 7, exact numerical solution of eqn (3), and (4)] represent a trustworthy basis.35 We fit all our experimental trajectories of dense states collected for many f0, se, and L0 (e.g., Fig. 5 and 6) using eqn (10) where both TN and fd are adjustable parameters. The results are reasonably convincing, see for instance Fig. 5, where the solid lines are superimposed to the experimental data and describe correctly the bend at the early stage of the growth and rather well the growth kinetics later on. Because there is no effect on the operational parameter L0 or on the nucleation time TN on the dense phase concentration fd (see the rescaling in Fig. 5), each screening experiment This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



Fig. 8 Reduced nucleation time TN ¼ sN/se against the initial volume fraction f0 where each solid circle represents about 10 measurements; the solid line represents the simplified model TN ¼ ln(fd/f0) where fd ¼ 0.65 in this case. The insert represents the second outcome of the fitting procedure, fd, against the initial volume fraction; each shown value represents an average over about 10 measurements.
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to reach the regime described above, solely governed by control parameters. We believe it explains the bends we observe for instance in Fig. 5.



5. Toward local structures and the role of ionic strength The main achievement of the previous model is to provide a simple and predictive view on a complex process—the growth of colloidal structures in confined geometries—and to deliver near-quantitative information on the growing phase. However, as a global measurement, the tracking of the front only misses some fine details, for instance on structural transitions that may occur during growth. After the previous global observations, we thus turn to a local characterization of the structure using several complementary techniques to improve the understanding of the phenomena. 5.1 Local measurements: ordered vs. disordered textures Several textures during the growth of the colloidal dense phase were first noticed by optical microscopy in transmission mode (see Fig. 9A). Indeed, we often observe an alternative sequence: the dense state grows initially transmissive, then opaque, and then transmissive again. We also observe that both the color and the texture correlate to the transmission of light: the sample goes from pink-reddish in the transmitting case with welldefined boundaries that separate slightly different colors, to



yellow-brown in the opaque case (Fig. 9B) with an homogeneous microstructure. If we use a white light to shine the microsystem containing the dense states, we observe in the first case a bright and vivid opalescence, giving spectacular colors at given angles; they can also be seen in the picture of Fig. 2. In the second case, we observe no iridescence at all. We thus call the first texture an ordered structure, as opposed to the disordered structure of the second texture, relying on the Bragg reflections as a signature of the colloidal ordering. The difference between this disordered state and the crystalline state can also be evidenced during the growth process using confocal microscopy, see Fig. 9D where the snapshots are localized at the level of the growing front, between the dilute and the dense phases whose structures are clearly different (see also the corresponding movies in the ESI†). To obtain further evidence of these structures, we used scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to visually probe the colloidal ordering. This technique has two major drawbacks: it requires drying of the microdevice which may induce fractures in the dense colloidal state. It also requires peeling off the membrane of the microdevice to access the structure and the addition of a thin layer of metal to enhance the contrast. However, it gives a direct and visual access to the structures at the surface of the dense state and in its bulk thanks to the fractures. We indeed confirmed that the structural assumptions given above and based on optical properties are related to a local ordering or disordering of the colloids (Fig. 9C). 5.2 Failure of the analogy with sedimentation



Fig. 9 (A) Far-field view of the typical sequence observed during the growth of the dense colloidal assembly: ordered / disordered / ordered textures (the dotted rectangles indicate schematically the positions of the ordered and disordered textures in (B–C)). (B–D) Comparison between the ordered and disordered structures using optical microscopy in transmission geometry (B), scanning electron microscopy of extracted samples (C), and confocal optical microscopy (D) at the level of the growing front.† A and B: the width of the channels is 50 mm. C and D, the white bars correspond to 3 mm.
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These detailed observations show that several structures are possible during the growth of the dense state. Such a result is reminiscent of the seminal works of Davis and coworkers19,44 concerning the possible transition between crystals and glasses during sedimentation of HS colloids. Indeed, either a glassy or a crystalline phase can grow during sedimentation, depending on the actual concentration rate of colloids close to the sediment (see the famous cover picture of Ref. 36). The competition between the two states relies on an interplay between the concentration rate and the growth rate of a nucleus, redefined by Davis et al.19 in terms of a Peclet number calculated locally with the local velocity, the size of the particle, and the self-diffusion coefficient Ds: PeL ¼ vRp/Ds. A low local Peclet number yields organized structures, whereas a high Peclet number leads to a disordered, glassy-like texture. Similar observations in experiments of drying of colloidal suspensions47,48 have also been explained in a same way, i.e., as a competition between the drying kinetics and the crystallization kinetics. Such an explanation fails in the context of our experiments. First, the local velocity, and so the local Peclet number PeL ¼ v(x)Rp/Ds, increases continuously along the microevaporation zone (Fig. 2 top, blue arrows). The above argument cannot thus explain the alternative sequence observed in our experiments, crystal/disordered/crystal [see Fig. 9A]. Another argument is that even at much larger distances, and thus at even relatively large local Peclet number (PeL z 3 for v0 z 10 mm s1), the crystal can grow neatly without exhibiting a structural transition toward a glass. This may point out the role of hydrodynamics in This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



structuring the colloidal assembly. Indeed, unlike for sedimentation, there is a permanent flow of water across the porous dense colloidal assembly (evaporation persists downstream) which may register the colloids in crystalline sites, and thus help the formation of colloidal crystals.24,49 As demonstrated below, the true origin of the observed structural sequences comes from the presence of ionic species in our charge-stabilized dispersion.



for sodium azide present in the initial stock dispersion, see Sec. 2). Above a given salt concentration range (roughly 2 mM), the dense state grows totally opaque (Fig. 10A, bottom) along the microevaporator. For smaller ionic strength ( ps z 1 mm), the ionic strength decreases again, as ions are only convected here, and electrostatic repulsions are recovered. These recovered interactions, combined with the flow, probably help guide the formation of the colloidal crystallinity. In such a scenario, the position of the re-entrant transition (amorphous / crystal) should only depend on the size of the accumulation box of the ions, and not on geometrical parameters such as L0. This is indeed observed in our experiments of tracking of the front (see Fig. 5). 5.3.4 Discussions. More detailed investigations (e.g., systematic re-dissolution experiments.) should a priori be performed in the near future to firmly confirm the scenario proposed above. We believe however that all of our experiments point out the crucial role played by the ionic species on the ordering process. Note also that recent experiments performed by Goehring et al.22 in the similar context of uni-directional solidification, demonstrated that the irreversible aggregation of colloids (and thus also a breakdown of colloidal stability) also occurs due to the strong compressive forces induced by the solvent flow. This general argument should also apply to our experiments because water still flows through the dense colloidal packing. However, we do not observe any sudden changes of colors in our colloidal crystals, that can be attributed to a collapse of the colloidal network as observed by Goehring et al.22 We believe that such discrepancies probably come from the range of parameters explored in our work, as the permeationinduced flow may not be large enough to induce such effects. We thus plan to investigate such regimes by playing with the geometry: a longer microevaporator L0, a smaller height h, and longer colloidal crystals (>1 cm) should a priori correspond to the regimes explored in Ref. 22. A very large local Peclet number PeL should also be reached for such a regime, and we hope to investigate its role on the ordering process, as recent similar experiments of drying observed amorphous structures due to large PeL only.47,48



6. Conclusions In the present work, we managed to concentrate a dilute chargestabilized dispersion in a controlled way, up to the growth of colloidal crystals, several mm long, in confined microchannels (typical transverse dimensions 10  50 mm2). The benefits of 3536 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 3526–3537



microfluidics yield a precise control on the growth pace of the colloidal crystals thanks to tunable parameters (evaporation time se, length L0, initial concentration f0). Such a good control of the transport process of the colloids also permits the precise modelling of the growth rate of these dense colloidal assemblies using simple conservation laws. This modeling can take a very simple form because convection mostly dominates the concentration process, but also importantly because the colloidal dispersion behaves in a similar manner to hard-spheres, i.e., it displays an almost constant collective diffusion coefficient D(f) until it diverges. It becomes invalid for highly-charged colloidal dispersions or at very low ionic strength as electrostatic repulsions induce a large enhancement of D(f) which in turn leads to a more complex concentration process.31,50,51 We also observe that depending on the initial ionic strength, amorphous structures can be formed during the concentration of the colloids. This feature is likely to come from the breakdown of the colloidal stability due to the concentration of ionic species initially present in the dilute dispersion ( 
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